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MEDIA RELEASE:  Friday, September 27, 2013, 4:30 p.m. 

 

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO 
ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE COMMITTEE 

AGENDA 
 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 
Approximately 10:15 a.m.  

(following Community Services Committee) 
Regional Council Chamber 

150 Frederick Street, Kitchener 
 

 
1. 

 
DECLARATIONS OF PECUNIARY INTEREST UNDER THE MUNICIPAL 
CONFLICT OF INTEREST ACT 

 

 
2. 

 
DELEGATIONS 

 

 
3. 
 
a) 

 
DEPARTMENTAL PRE-BUDGET PRESENTATIONS 
 
Human Resources – P. Smiley 
 

 

 
 
 

 
CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS 

Items on the Consent Agenda can be approved in one motion of Committee to 
save time.  Prior to the motion being voted on, any member of Committee may 
request that one or more of the items be removed from the Consent Agenda and 
voted on separately. 

 

 
4. 
 
5. 
 
a) 

 
REQUEST TO REMOVE ITEMS FROM CONSENT AGENDA 
 
MOTION TO APPROVE ITEMS OR RECEIVE FOR INFORMATION 
 
F-13-089, 2013 Regional Volunteer Tax Clinic (Information) 
 

 
 
 
 
 

1 

  
REGULAR AGENDA RESUMES 

 

 

  

 
6. 
 
a) 
 
 
b) 

 
REPORTS – CORPORATE RESOURCES   
 
CR-FM-13-015, Progress Report/Revised Target – Corporate Greenhouse Gas 
Action Plan (Staff presentation) 
 
CR-FM-13-017, Pre-Budget Approval for 2014 Vehicle Procurement 

 
 
 

3 
 
 

21 
 
7. 
 
a) 

 
OTHER BUSINESS 
 
Council Enquiries and Requests for Information Tracking List 

 
 
 

28 
 
8. 

 
NEXT MEETING – October 22, 2013 
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9. MOTION TO GO INTO CLOSED SESSION 
 
THAT a closed meeting of the Planning and Works Committee be held on 
Tuesday, October 1, 2013 immediately following the Administration and Finance 
Committee meeting in the Waterloo County Room, in accordance with Section 239 
of the Municipal Act, 2001, for the purposes of considering the following subject 
matters: 
 

a) proposed or pending litigation regarding a matter before an administrative 
tribunal 

b) receiving of legal advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege related to 
an agreement  

c) receiving of legal advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege related to 
an agreement and proposed or pending acquisition of land in the City of 
Kitchener 

 

 
10. 

 
ADJOURN 
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 REGION OF WATERLOO  
 

 FINANCE DEPARTMENT 

  Financial Services Division 
 

 

TO: Chair Tom Galloway and Members of the Administration and Finance Committee  

 

DATE:   October 1, 2013    FILE CODE:  F01-80 

 

SUBJECT: 2013 REGIONAL VOLUNTEER TAX CLINIC 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 
 
For Information  
 

SUMMARY:  Nil 
  

REPORT: 
 

1.0   Background 

 
Again this year, through a partnership between Employment and Income Support (EIS), Social 
Services and Finance, the Region of Waterloo sponsored three community tax clinics located at 99 
Regina Street (Waterloo), 235 King Street (Kitchener) and 150 Main Street (Cambridge) throughout 
March and April.  The clinics were staffed by community volunteers and appointments were 
coordinated and supported by the Employment Resource Area (ERA) staff of EIS.  Clients had to 
meet eligibility criteria, measured by family income, to be eligible to access the clinics.  All clinics 
were operated within the parameters set by the Canada Revenue Agency for the Community 
Volunteer Income Tax Program. 
 
Additionally, for the second year, Region of Waterloo Finance Department staff hosted a two month 
drop-off tax clinic open to all members of the community with low income.  Clients would drop off 
their tax information at either of the Employment and Income Support Cheque Pick-up windows (in 
Waterloo and Cambridge).  Finance and EIS staff volunteered their time after work hours to prepare 
tax returns and clients would pick up the completed return a few days later. 
 

2.0   2013 Highlights 

 
The following are the highlights of the 2013 tax clinics: 

 

 Finance employee/drop off volunteer clinics saw the number of returns completed double 
from 2012. 

 

 In total volunteers completed: 
o 425 tax returns for $377,859 in benefits (99 Regina St.) 
o 369 tax returns for $431,940 in benefits (235 King St.) 
o 575 tax returns for $644,107 in benefits (150 Main St.) 
o The drop-off clinic completed 372 tax returns for $455,690 in benefits. 

 
In all, 1,740 tax returns were completed generating $1,909,596 in refunds and benefits, including tax 
refunds, GST rebates and Trillium benefits.  Application for the Canada Child Tax Benefit (CCTB) is 
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processed via an individual’s tax return; these funds are significant and not included in the overall 
total. 

 
The Region is one of many local community organizations offering tax clinics.  For example, The 
Working Centre completed 1,958 returns during the 2013 tax season. 

 

3.0   2014 Tax Clinics 

 
It is anticipated that EIS and Finance will host tax clinics in 2014 and expand the volunteer base to 
invite EIS staff for the drop off clinics.  The four volunteers for the community clinics are exceptional 
and are prepared to return next year, but in the future there may be issues due to recruitment of new 
volunteers due to turn over and growth in the program. 
 

CORPORATE STRATEGIC PLAN: 
 
This report addresses the Region’s Corporate Strategic Plan, Focus Area 4 “Healthy and Inclusive 
Communities” under strategic objective 4.1.2 to work collaboratively to reduce poverty as well as 
Focus Area 5 “Service Excellence” under strategic objective 5.6.3 to explore opportunities for 
partnerships with area municipalities in order to improve services. 

 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:  Nil 
 

OTHER DEPARTMENT CONSULTATIONS/CONCURRENCE:   
 
Staff from Employment and Income Support, Social Services hosted and supported the clinics and 
reviewed this report. 
 

ATTACHMENTS:  Nil 
 
 

PREPARED BY:  Bob Theisz, Supervisor, Financial Services - Income Support Operations 
 

APPROVED BY:  Craig Dyer, Chief Financial Officer 
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 REGION OF WATERLOO  
 

 CORPORATE RESOURCES 
  Facilities Management and Fleet Services 
 

 

TO: Chair Tom Galloway and Members of the Administration and Finance Committee  
 
DATE:   October 1, 2013     FILE CODE:  D06-80 
 
SUBJECT: PROGRESS REPORT/ REVISED TARGET - CORPORATE GREENHOUSE GAS 

ACTION PLAN   

      
 

RECOMMENDATION: 
 

THAT the Regional Municipality of Waterloo adopt an enhanced target to reduce greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions from Regional Operations at an absolute level of 10% below 2009 levels by the year 
2019 as described in report CR-FM-13-015 dated October 1, 2013; 
 

AND THAT this report be forwarded to FCM Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) program and 
Sustainable Waterloo’s Regional Carbon Initiative for formal acknowledgement and recognition. 
 
SUMMARY:   
 

In May 2011, Regional Council approved a GHG Action Plan for corporate operations under the 
responsibility of the Region of Waterloo (report CR-FM-11-011). Staff have recently prepared an 
updated emissions inventory which indicates that the Region has achieved almost a 15% reduction 
GHGs in two years. Based on the success achieved to date and the identification of practical and 
beneficial actions to implement, staff believe that over the life of the plan to 2019, the existing target of 
stabilizing absolute emissions at 2009 levels will be fulfilled and reduced further by up to 5%. Given 
this and the increasing need for mitigation of climate change, staff are recommending that the current 
target be replaced with a more aggressive target of 10% absolute emissions reduction to be achieved 
by the year 2019 (equivalent to an intensity target of 25% reduction per capita). The progress report 
captures actions implemented to date and also flags other benefits such as cost savings, better 
operation/maintenance of assets and reduced release of air pollutants associated with smog and ill 
health effects. The impacts from implementing the remainder of the action plan are outlined within this 
covering report and in more detail within Appendix A.  The progress report and new reduction target, if 
approved, can be used to attain formal recognition from FCM for achieving the final milestones of the 
national PCP program as well as attain Bronze Pledging Member status within the local Sustainable 
Waterloo Regional Carbon Initiative based on the new per capita intensity target. 
 
REPORT: 
 

Background 
 

In recent years, reports at the international, national and regional levels have indicated that climate 
change and variability is already impacting various places around the world including Canada.  
Conservation Authorities in Ontario have already acknowledged changes to the hydrological cycle 
which affect the occurrence of droughts, floods and create challenges to protecting water quality.  
Evidence that climate change is occurring within Waterloo Region can be observed within local 
weather data from over the past 60 years. Notable local effects include record breaking warm weather 
last year in March that was followed by more colder seasonal April temperatures which severely 
impacted some agricultural crops.  More recently, intense rain and wind storms in July of this year 
caused significant damages to trees, homes and other buildings and infrastructure within the 
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community. While no single storm or weather-based record can be attributed solely to climate change, 
the long-term trends show a strong correlation between historical and current GHG emissions from 
human activity, atmospheric CO2 concentration levels and changing climate conditions. 
 

With a growing urgency for GHG mitigation, a call to action went out to local governments around the 
world in the mid-1990’s as municipalities account for 30-50% of worldwide emissions and 60% of 
global energy consumption according to the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM). In Canada, 
under the FCM’s Partners for Climate Protection (PCP) program, over 240 municipalities have 
responded with commitments to reduce GHGs from their local operations and at the community scale.  
Regional Council passed a resolution on April 6, 2010 (CR-FM-10-007) to join the national FCM-PCP 
program as well as the local Sustainable Waterloo Regional Carbon Initiative (SWRCI), both requiring 
commitment to action towards achieving a reduction target.  This report provides an update on the 
Region’s Corporate GHG Action Plan. A report on the community action plan will follow later this fall.   
 

Current Emissions and Progress to Date 
 

In May 2011, Regional Council approved a GHG Action Plan for corporate operations under the 
responsibility of the Region of Waterloo (report CR-FM-11-011).  The report included an inventory of 
emissions from operations in 2009, a 10 year forecast and reduction target along with an action plan 
which included existing and planned actions being implemented from 2010 onward. The target that 
was approved aims to stabilize absolute emissions at 2009 levels out through the year 2019 (required 
for FCM-PCP) translating to a 15% reduction per capita based on anticipated population growth 
(intensity target used for SWRCI).  The report also indicated that at that time, not all actions to meet 
that target were specifically quantified and that staff would report back to further describe the strategy 
proposed to fill the gap.  This assessment has now been completed and consequently the current 
report provides an update on progress made as a result of actions completed over the past two years 
as well as the projected impact from implementing the remainder of the action plan including projected 
emission levels and estimated costs. 
 

The main approach incorporated within the action plan to achieve emission reductions include: 

 Energy efficiency and conservation in Regional facilities and streetlights 

 On-site generation and utilization of renewable power (i.e. solar, geothermal) 

 Methane gas emission management at the landfill 

 Greening the Regional fleet and reducing employee business travel 

 Improvements to processes in wastewater treatment and biosolids management 
 

This approach led to an estimated annualized reduction of over 26,000 Tonnes of GHG emissions in 
2012 based on actions completed to date. The most recent emissions inventory prepared by staff 
estimates that absolute GHG emissions from Regional operations for year-end 2011 have decreased 
by approximately 15% compared to 2009 levels as indicated in table 1.  Although emissions from the 
Region’s vehicle fleet grew moderately during this time (including transit, EMS and police), emissions 
from energy use in the Region’s buildings, staff business travel, landfill operations, wastewater 
treatment and biosolids management all decreased compared to base year levels. Appendix A 
contains a more detailed progress report on actions implemented during 2010 - 2012, emission levels 
for 2011 in relation to base year values (2009) as well as improvements to monitoring of corporate 
emissions to better reflect progress and provide more efficient ongoing reporting.   
 

The significant reduction between 2009 and 2011 is largely a result of changes made to management 
of biosolids as part of the new Master Plan recently approved by Council as well as the expansion of 
the organic waste diversion and solar/portable flaring activities at the Region’s landfill which reduces 
methane, a GHG that is more than 20 times more potent than CO2 in terms of global warming 
potential.  Almost 900 megawatts of electricity were also reduced from 2009 to 2011 coupled with a 
lower carbon intensity of the provincial energy grid which further reduced emissions from the Region’s 
electricity consumption in buildings and exterior lights on streets. 
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Table 1. Comparison of 2009 and 2011 Corporate GHG Emissions from Regional Operations 

Emission Source 
2009 GHGs 

(Tonnes) 

2011 GHGs 

(Tonnes) 

Difference 
(rounded) 

Electricity (Buildings/facilities, streetlights and traffic signals) 17,402 15,802 -9% 

Natural gas (Buildings/facilities) 15,099          14,218  -6% 

Fleet Vehicles (incl. Transit and 3
rd

 party waste collection)         36,244          37,550  +4% 

Staff business travel 550 521 -5% 

Solid waste (Waterloo and Cambridge landfills)         64,428        56,594  -12% 

Wastewater treatment / biosolids (non-energy based emissions)         14,020            1,372  -90% 

Totals 147,743       126,057  -15% 

 

Reduction Targets Revisited 

The assessment of the current action plan has now been completed and forecasts that the existing 
target of maintaining 2009 emission levels will be surpassed when fully implemented despite expected 
growth in Regional facilities and quantity of vehicles. Given this strong progress achieved to date and 
availability of practical actions remaining to be implemented, staff are confident that more aggressive 
absolute emission reductions can be achieved by the target year 2019 while improving operations. 
Several different options to enhance the Region’s GHG reduction target ranging from 5% to 20% were 
considered and discussed with the Environmental Leadership Committee which is comprised of senior 
management from all seven Regional departments.  Potential reduction levels are illustrated in Figure 
1 in relation to the current target, updated action plan and emission levels as of year-end 2011.  The 
target options considered by the Committee are summarized within table 2 including an overview of 
associated financial and technological related risks. 

 
Figure 1. Forecasted Emissions in Relation to Impact of Action Plan and Targets 

 
(Note: GHG emission forecast and reduction targets are illustrated in absolute terms (i.e. not per capita). 

 

2011: 
   

-15% 

 126,057 
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Although the Region has achieved strong early progress on emission reductions, it is expected that 
this will be tempered by growth in emissions during 2014 – 2019 as various operations, infrastructure 
and services expand to fulfill the demand from an increasing population in Waterloo Region (e.g. 
transit, police, new facilities). However, it is anticipated that significant opportunities to further improve 
emissions, financial and service performance will emerge from the current asset management 
activities in facilities and fleet management along with implementation of the Region’s pending 
corporate energy conservation plan which is required under the Province’s Green Energy Act by July 
1, 2014 (report for consideration by Regional Council will be prepared in Spring 2014). 
 
Table 2. Summary Implications of GHG Reduction Target Options (from base year 2009 to 2019)  

Target Options 

(Absolute) 
Per Capita 
Reduction 

Actions 
Required 

Risk Implications  

(financial / technological) 

Estimated New* Costs 

Capital  Operating 

0%  

(current target) 
15% 

Completed or 
committed 

actions up to 
year-end 
2014/15 

Negligible:  

- Supported by existing budgets  

- Use of proven technologies  

- Paybacks within life of asset, 

0 0 

0 - 5% 15 - 20% 

Full 
implementation  

of current  

action plan  

Low (Same as above +): 

- Budget issue papers may be 
required for larger projects where 
business case exists (e.g. 
streetlights: $4M with a simple 
payback of 8 years)  

- Prioritization of paybacks within 
life of asset,  

$5M – $7.5M 

Avg. payback:  

5 - 10 years 

$100,000 

10% 

Recommended  

New Target 

24% 

Same as above 
+ additional 

improvements 
from Corporate 

Energy and 
Asset 

Management 
Plans (2014) 

Low - Medium:  

- Additional improvements 
supported by base operating and 
capital replacement budgets as 
part of improved asset 
management processes (i.e. 
facilities, fleet, equipment) 

- Budget issue papers maybe 
required for large projects where 
payback is within asset life  

- Use of proven technologies with 
some pilot projects testing of 
advanced applications 

Same as above with no 
incremental cost increases 

expected 

 

15% 28% 

Same as above 
plus more 

aggressive and 
innovative action 

plan 

Medium to High:  

- Innovative actions may require 
significant new budget support 

- May include several actions 
without a payback or where 
payback exceeds asset life  

- Likely to involve use of 
advanced technologies which 
may have reliability and 
uncertainty implications 

$10M - $15M 

Avg. payback:  

10 - 15 years 

$250,000-
$500,000 

 

20% 32% 

$15M - $20M 

Avg. payback:  

10 - 20 years 

$500,000- 
$1,000,000 

*Any new costs would be subject to normal budget approval process. See page 5 and the Financial Implications 
section for further explanation. 
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Sample initiatives associated with each target level are included in Appendix B.  All actions 
considered within the plan are based on the premise that they should provide multiple benefits in an 
economic, environmental, and social (community) context.  This is an integral part of the Region’s 
Sustainability Strategy in terms of the principle of balancing environmental considerations with 
financial responsibility and fulfillment of community needs via the delivery of high quality programs 
and services.  The Corporate GHG Action Plan demonstrates this approach by focussing on what the 
Region of Waterloo is already doing and planning within its operations or program delivery and 
identifying different methods which reduce environmental impact and costs where possible while 
maintaining or improving current levels of service. 
 

Although specific implementation costs for some actions are included in the attached progress report, 
it is important to note that these are not necessarily extra costs for “environmental” initiatives.  In 
many cases the costs associated with the actions identified within this plan are embedded within 
existing budgets for regular maintenance and improvement of operations and services.  Examples of 
this include: 

 Capital replacement budgets for buildings and equipment (e.g. furnaces, boilers and lighting); 

 Incorporation of improved fuel economy in life-cycle cost analysis for replacement/new 
vehicle purchases and optimization of overall fleet efficiency; 

 Improvements in landfill gas management and waste diversion, wastewater treatment 
processes and management of biosolids. 

 

Many actions will improve the maintenance and operation of assets such as facilities and vehicles 
which in turn can positively affect their performance and longevity (e.g. LED streetlights, use of 
biodiesel).  Several actions will also reduce or avoid costs associated with energy/fuel consumption in 
addition to decreased emissions of air pollutants causing smog and related ill health effects (e.g. idling 
reduction equipment on fleet vehicles).  Furthermore, all emission reductions achieved to date have 
utilized existing budgets including the Corporate Sustainability Fund, the resources allocated for 
Corporate Energy Office projects and capital replacement for equipment and facilities construction 
(e.g. LEED buildings).  External sources of funding used by staff for implementing initiatives include 
rebates from local utility providers, grants for solar PV installations as well as the FCM Green 
Municipal Fund to name a few. Any additional funds to implement these projects will be subject to the 
normal budget approval process as required and any such requests for new funding, or to utilize 
existing approved funds, will include business cases relative to the cost/ benefit of the initiative. 
 

Based on the approach outlined above, staff are recommending that the Region’s Corporate GHG 
commitment be enhanced to a 10% absolute reduction target of emissions by 2019 compared to 2009 
levels which translates to an intensity target of 24% reduction of emissions per capita.  These 
enhanced targets are expressed in this manner with respect to two different GHG reduction programs: 
 

  An absolute reduction target figure is used with reference to the Region’s commitment to the 
FCM Partners for Climate Protection program.  The attached progress report can be 
submitted for formal recognition for achieving the final milestones within this national program. 

  Within the local Sustainable Waterloo Regional Carbon Initiative, the enhanced per capita 
intensity target would enable the Region attain Bronze Pledging Partner status (current status 
is Observing Member). 

 

Although it is recognized that a 20% or greater reduction may be more desirable from a climate 
protection and sustainability perspective, at this time staff believe that a 10% absolute emission 
reduction target is still ambitious yet reasonably achievable.  The 10% target can be achieved with the 
existing action plan along with the anticipated improvements related to the pending asset 
management and corporate energy plan both slated for completion by 2014.  Updates to the Region’s 
corporate GHG emissions inventory will continue to be provided to Regional Council every other year 
with respect to actual progress made in relation to the reduction target. 
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CORPORATE STRATEGIC PLAN: 
 

Focus Area 1 - Protect and Enhance the Environment: 

 Objective 2 – Reduce Greenhouse gas emissions and work to improve air quality 
 
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:  
 
As indicated previously when Regional Council approved the Corporate GHG Action Plan, a 
significant portion of the financial resources within the current action plan exist within approved 
budgets (report CR-FM-11-011).  Estimated incremental capital and operating costs were provided on 
the current action plan at that time.  Those actions that require new financial support will follow the 
normal budget approval processes prior to implementation with priority given to those initiatives with 
strong business cases and where paybacks exist within the Region’s useful life of the asset. Further 
details of estimated financial implications from implementation of the Corporate GHG Action Plan are 
included within Appendix A. 
 
The energy savings referred to in Appendix A are generally used to help reduce program area 
operating budgets.  Similarly, fleet and transit initiatives that result in fuel savings help to offset 
increased usage (i.e. kilometres driven or hours of operation) as well as offsetting increases in fuel 
costs.  Furthermore the recent recommendation approved by Regional Council regarding the use of 
Solar PV Feed-In-Tariff revenue will bolster the implementation of the pending corporate energy 
conservation plan and is estimated to result in additional savings and cost avoidance over 20 years of 
$7.68 million from a $3.57 million investment (see report CR-FM-13-008). 
 
There are no financial implications of changing the current Observing member status with Sustainable 
Waterloo’s Regional Carbon Initiative to Pledging member status in terms of membership fees paid to 
the organization. 
 
 
OTHER DEPARTMENT CONSULTATIONS/CONCURRENCE: 
 
Development of this report included consultation with the Environmental Leadership Committee with 
representation from all seven Regional departments. 

 

 

ATTACHMENTS:    

Appendix A: Progress Report: Region of Waterloo’s Corporate GHG Emission Reduction Plan 
 (Attachment distributed separately) 
 
Appendix B: Examples of Actions to Achieve Corporate GHG Emission Targets 
 
 
PREPARED BY:   David Roewade, Sustainability Planner, Corporate Resources 
    
APPROVED BY:  Gary Sosnoski, Commissioner, Corporate Resources 
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Appendix B  

Examples of Actions to Achieve Corporate GHG Emission Targets 

 

Timeframe - %Target 

from Base Year 

GHG 

Emissions 

(Tonnes) 

Sample Projects to Achieve Emission Reduction Target 

2009 Base Year 147,743   

2019 Forecast (no 

action) 

180,143  

0% reduction by 2019 

(Current plan 

implemented  between 

2010 – 2013) 

147,743 

Green bin diversion, solar flaring at landfill, Biosolids Master 

Plan implementation (e.g. switching from landfilling dried cake 

to pelletizing and applying to agricultural lands), photovoltaic 

installations (2011/2012), heat recovery at Sunnyside, interior 

lighting retrofits at office buildings (2010 - 2012). 

5% reduction by 2019 

(Current plan 

implemented  between 

2014 – 2019) 
140,356 

Biodiesel in GRT, expansion of fleet telematics pilot project, 

aggressive right-sizing for vehicle purchases as standard 

procedure; centralized fleet pool (post fleet program review), 

increased emphasis of staff Travelwise program  (coinciding 

with full employee pay parking in 2014), streetlight 

replacement with LED technology, further lighting retrofits and 

HVAC upgrades in buildings. 

10% reduction by 2019 

(Implementing new Corp. 

Energy and Asset Mgmt. 

Plan in facilities/fleet, 

expanding pilot projects 

where feasible) 

132,969 

Expanding use of heat recovery units in buildings, solar 

thermal for hot water at Sunnyside, Asset Management 

processes involving optimized energy performance in existing 

buildings (e.g. higher building envelope standards improving 

roofs/windows etc.), use of a solar wall for heating in a new 

LEED building, expansion of anti idling pilot project in fleet, 

pilot plug-in electric vehicles in Regional fleet. 

15% reduction by 2019 125,582 Co-generation/district energy/combined heat and power at a 

cluster of Regional buildings, ground mount solar PV (e.g. 

Airport), piloting use of stationary hydrogen fuel cells as power 

source, more use of geothermal where appropriate. 

20% reduction by 2019 118,194 
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Progress Report: Region of Waterloo's 

Corporate GHG Emission Reduction Plan

Presented by: David Roewade, Sustainability Office

Presented to: Environmental Leadership Committee

March 12, 2013

 

 

For submission to: 

Federation of Canadian Municipalities - Partners for Climate Protection 

Sustainable Waterloo Regional Carbon Initiative 

 

 

October 2013
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INTRODUCTION  

In May of 2011, Regional Council approved the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Inventory and Action Plan for 

corporate operations that are under the Region of Waterloo’s responsibility.  The overall goal of the 

Action Plan is to reduce GHG emissions of operations while continuing to provide high quality 

community programs and services to a growing population.  This goal will be reached by 

achieving three main objectives which incorporate the expectation that operations and infrastructure 

are likely to grow with increased community demand for various programs and services.  These 

objectives address the vast majority of emission sources from Regional operations and are as follows: 

1. Optimize the efficient consumption of energy resources within Regional facilities including the 

use of renewable energy sources where appropriate.                                                       

Progress indicator: energy use and GHGs per square metre of building space. 

2. Manage the Regions fleet of vehicles in a manner to achieve improvements in fuel efficiency. 

Progress indicator: fuel consumption and GHGs per kilometre travelled. 

3. Ensure other Regional operations exploit opportunities to reduce GHG emissions where 

feasible (e.g. within waste management, wastewater treatment and biosolids).               

Progress indicator: overall reduction in GHG emissions from Regional landfill and biosolids. 

The documentation of the Plan included estimated emissions from Regional corporate operations for 

the base year of 2009, forecasted emissions out to the year 2019, included a list of major existing, 

planned and proposed emission reduction activities as well as a GHG reduction target.  The absolute 

target adopted by Council publicly commits the Region to maintain its corporate operations at 2009 

emission levels out to 2019 which translates to a 14% per capita intensity-based reduction as 

Waterloo Region’s population is anticipated to increase.  These absolute and intensity-based 

commitments were made with respect to the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) Partners for 

Climate Protection program (PCP) and the local Sustainable Waterloo Regional Carbon Initiative.  

This progress report is being provided for three main reasons: 

 to illustrate the results of an improved calculation method for the base year emissions inventory 
and 10-year forecast which will provide better monitoring/reporting of progress in the future; 

 to provide a status update on actions completed to date and those remaining to be 
implemented, and; 

 to propose a new GHG reduction target based on the improved inventory/forecasting method 
and projected impact of implementing the remaining actions identified within the plan. 

Pending approval from Regional Council, the progress report can be submitted to FCM towards the 

partial completion of the remaining milestones within their program. The PCP program, supported by 

approximately 240 municipalities across Canada, is comprised of five milestones that each 

municipality commits to achieving for both their organizational scope (corporate operations) as well as 

on a community scale1.  The five milestones are as follows: 

                                                           
1
 The community scope is being addressed in collaboration with several local partners.  In June 2012, Milestone 1 was 

achieved and an action plan and proposed reduction target will be presented to Region and area City councils for their 
consideration in the Fall of 2013 . 
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1. Creating a greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) inventory and 10 year forecast; 

2. Setting emissions reductions target 10 years from the base year; 

3. Developing a local action plan; 

4. Implementing the local action plan or a set of activities; and 

5. Monitoring progress and reporting results. 
 

To date, less than 20 municipalities in Canada have reached milestone 5 since the PCP program 

started in the mid-to-late 1990’s.  The Sustainable Waterloo Regional Carbon Initiative is focussed on 

organizational GHG emission reduction targets and formally recognize pledged commitments to 

reduce at least 20% of base year emissions (absolute or intensity based targets).  

IMPROVED ACCOUNTING OF GHG EMISSIONS 

The initial GHG Emissions Inventory and Forecast was prepared to a level of technical detail that 

significantly exceeds the requirements of the PCP program and Sustainable Waterloo Regional 

Carbon Initiative.  Over the past year, improvements to the Region’s GHG accounting approach used 

for calculating the Region’s emissions from corporate operations include: 

- more accurate estimation of GHG emissions from waste management of the landfill and 
biosolids operations; 

- elimination of tracking very minor sources of emissions which involve inaccurate estimation 
methods or are difficult to monitor; 

- use of the most recently available emission factors for electricity consumption, and; 

- updated population forecasts for calculation of forecasted growth and per capita GHG 
reduction targets. 

The overall impact from this revised reporting of the Region’s base year 2009 GHG emissions is less 

than 1% lower than what was previously reported and less than 5% lower for the 2019 forecasted 

GHG value.   Table 1 provides a simple comparison of this impact (see Appendix A for further details).  

Benefits of these improvements include improved progress monitoring of implemented actions as they 

will be better reflected in the new inventory approach and ease of data collection for future inventory 

reports. Figure 1 includes revised emissions from the Region’s corporate operations by major source. 
 

Table 1. Summary Impact of Changes from Improved Accounting of GHG Emissions 

(GHG Emissions in Tonnes) Old  Values New  Values % Difference 

2009 GHG emissions and current target level 148,140 147,743 - 0.27% 

2009 per capita GHG emissions (pop. 534,900) 0.277 0.276 -0.3% 

2019 GHG emissions projection 189,306 180,143 - 4.8% 

Estimated 2019 population 623,450 631,777  +1.3% 

2019 Per Capita GHGs @ if 2009 target is met 0.238 0.234 - 1.7% 

Current intensity GHG reduction target from 2009 14% 15% +1% 
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Figure 1. Revised Region of Waterloo Corporate GHG Emissions by Major Source (Year 2009)  

 
 

2011 EMISSIONS INVENTORY 

Using the improved methodology of estimating GHG emissions from operations, a simplified summary 

of major emission sources can be compared to 2009.  Table 2 illustrates that almost 15% of emissions 

were reduced comparing 2011 inventory figures with the base year 2009 values.  This is due to a 

combination of major reductions made in the management of solid waste and wastewater treatment 

and biosolids as well as reductions in energy consumption.  The provincial energy mix has also 

become slightly less carbon intensive (less coal power) which reduces emissions from electricity 

consumption throughout Ontario. 

Table 2. Comparison of 2009 and 2011 Corporate GHG Emissions from Regional Operations 

Emission Source 2009 GHGs (Tonnes) 2011 GHGs (Tonnes) Difference 

Electricity (Buildings/facilities, 
streetlights and traffic signals) 

17,402 15,802 -9.2% 

Natural gas (Buildings/facilities)               15,099          14,218  -5.8% 

Fleet Vehicles (incl. Transit and 3
rd

 
party waste collection) 

              36,244          37,550  +3.6%  

Staff business travel 550 521 -5.3% 

Solid waste               64,428          56,594*  -12.2% 

Wastewater treatment / biosolids               14,020            1,372  -90.2% 

Totals             147,743       126,057  -14.7% 

*Note: includes reductions from solar flaring of landfill gas and methane reductions from organic waste diversion. 
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ACTION PLAN  - SUMMARY UPDATE 

Several actions have been completed or are in progress with a several large initiatives remaining to be 

implemented.  Table 3 provides a summary of the actions completed in the past two years. 

 
Table 3. Estimated GHG Emission Reductions from RoW Corporate Operations 2010 - 2012 

Initiative / Cost (where applicable/available) 
GHG Emissions 

Reduced per Year 

Annual $ 

Savings/Revenue 

New wastewater treatment and biosolids management 

practices (as part of Master Plan implementation) 
13,215 NA 

Methane destruction at landfill – solar flaring (same as 

above 
5,974 NA 

Methane reduction from landfill via Green Bin Organic 

Waste diversion (embedded in base operating budget) 
5,143 NA 

5 LEED Buildings meeting Gold/Silver standards 

(within construction budgets) 
1200 

(avg.: 25% - 50% 

energy savings) 

Energy efficiency lighting and HVAC  

equipment retrofits ($2 million) 
566 

$312,000 energy 

savings 

Rightsizing fleet: smaller, more fuel efficient vehicles 

(neutral life-cycle cost) 
104 $40,000 fuel savings 

Purchase six new Hybrid-electric transit buses  ($1.3 

million) 
74 $26,000  fuel savings 

New Solar PV installations ($3.4 million) 45 $178,000 FIT revenue 

Reduction in Employee Business Travel (Travelwise 

program budget + Corporate Sustainability Fund) 
24 

$7,000 saved in 

mileage reimbursement 

Annualized Totals 26,345 Tonnes 
Savings: $385,000 

Revenue: $178,000 

 

Other initiatives completed since the action plan was approved include four LEED buildings certified to 

either silver or gold levels.  These types of initiatives help reduce emissions from the forecasted levels 

as they would other wise be consuming from 25-50% more energy than facilities built to standard 

building code.  The reductions from these buildings compared to the forecast will appear in future 

emission inventory reports.  Several major actions are in progress or are planned for implementation 

during the 2013-2019 period some of which are summarized in Table 4.   

 

Recently, Regional Council approved the use of a portion of the solar PV revenue from the Feed-in-

Tariff program will steer additional financial resources towards projects that will further reduce 

electricity and natural gas consumption within facilities.  This reinvestment of resources will further 

reduce GHGs from operations as well as compound the impact of the Corporate Energy Office’s 
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efforts to an estimated $7.7 million in additional savings and cost avoidance over 20 years.  In 

additional to financial savings, other benefits associated with implementation of actions identified to 

date include reduced emission of air pollutants from Regional fleet/transit tail-pipe emissions (e.g. 

smog precursors), optimization of assets in terms of their overall operational performance and service 

to the community along with contributing to the further development of the green economy. 

 

Table 4. Status and Impact of Major Projects for Implementation 2013 - 2019 

Action  Status 
Annual GHGs  

Reduced (T) 

Estimated  

Cost 

Annual $ 
Savings 

Lead  

Division 

Buildings and Streetlights 

7 New LEED buildings 
In-progress 

(50% complete) 
1800 

$5.5 million 

(incremental) 
$635,000 

Various/ 

Facilities 

Replace Streetlights with LED Pilot in-progress  220 $4.1 million $806,000
a
 Roads 

Planned furnace replacements 

in Regional housing units 
In-progress 200 

No 

incremental 

cost 

$25,000 
Facilities/ 

Housing 

Energy efficiency projects 
b
 In-progress  165 $835,000 $105,000 Facilities 

Waste/Biosolids 

Projected impact of reduction 

of landfill gas at year 2019 

(green bin, portable flaring) 

In-progress 12000 (embedded in 

divisional 

operations 

budgets) 

NA Waste 

Management 

Projected impact of Biosolids 

Master Plan at year 2019 
In-progress 8815 

NA 
Water Services 

Fleet 

Biodiesel in transit buses - B5 / 

B20 (winter/summer) 

Under 

Consideration 
2580 

$80,000  

per year 
NA GRT 

Idling reduction / telematics Pilot in-progress  1200 $1.05 million $450,000 
Fleet Services, 

Transit, EMS 

Green Fleet procurement In-progress 130 $1.25 million $50,000 
Various / Fleet 

Services 

Note a): Includes annualized avoided capital cost as LED streetlights last 3-4 times as long as current lighting. 

b) These energy projects are for the years 2013 – 2014 only. The Energy Conservation Plan required under the 
provincial Green Energy Act by 2014 will address projects for years 2015 – 2019 corporate-wide. 

 

Payback periods vary among different actions and are assessed in relation to their useful life as an 

asset.  This is illustrated in Figure 2 with the example of furnaces in Regional housing units and the 

extra expense for constructing new buildings to LEED Silver or Gold building standards.  Installing 

LED Streetlights is another example where a ramped-in payback of approximately 8 years is expected 

with incentives from the local electrical utilities whereas the expected lamp life is up to 12 - 15 years.  

Including the avoided capital replacement cost, the payback for streetlights is reduced to 5 years. 
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Figure 2. Payback Periods of Sample Actions in Relation to Asset Life Payback Periods and Asset Life
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Similarly, the cost per tonne of GHGs reduced has been examined to identify the projects that 

optimize the use of resources.  Figure 3 illustrates this with examples from the list of fleet actions 

where some initiatives will save money in avoided fuel costs, some will provide large GHG reductions 

with little investment such as use of biodiesel fuel where as others may be implemented for higher 

profile such as the purchase of hybrid transit buses. 

 

Figure 3. Marginal Abatement Cost Curves of Fleet Initiatives 

 

LED 

Streetlights 
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REDUCTION TARGETS REVISITED 

The initial Region of Waterloo corporate GHG reduction target was established as stabilizing 

emissions at 2009 levels which, using updated inventory figures, translates into approximately a 15% 

per capita reduction.  With the improved approach for calculating the Region’s emissions, it is 

anticipated that the overall impact of implementing the current corporate action plan will reduce 

emissions slightly below the 2009 levels.   

 
Significant enhancements to the current action plan from 2015 onward are expected as part of the 

Region’s Energy Conservation Plan and Asset Management process currently in development.  Given 

that almost a 15% reduction in the Region’s 2011 GHG emissions has already been achieved along 

with the expected impact of implementing new actions and slower than forecasted emissions growth, 

it is recommended that a more aggressive GHG reduction target be established at 10% below 

2009 levels translating to a 24% per capita reduction.  Substantial growth in energy use in both 

facilities and fleet is still expected during the 2014 – 2018 period and therefore a 20% absolute 

reduction is not likely achievable.  Figure 4 and Table 5 illustrate the details of the proposed target in 

relation to forecasted and current emissions. 

 

Figure 4. RoW GHGs in Relation to Forecasted Emissions and Proposed Reduction Target 

RoW Corporate Forecast/Target/Plan
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Table 5. GHG Reduction Targets in Absolute and Per Capita Intensity Values 

Forecasted emissions in 2019 = 180,143 Tonnes (T) CO2e or 0.29 Per Capita 

 

Absolute 

Target 

Emissions 

T  CO2e 

T  CO2e per Capita levels 

If Target Met (rounded) 

% Reduction / Capita 

(compared to 2009)  Year Population 

2009 534,900 - - 147,743 0.28 emissions per capita (2009) - - 

Current target: maintain 2009 emission levels thru to 2019 (i.e. 0% reduction from base year is equates 

to a decrease of 32,400 T CO2e equivalent to the forecasted growth in emissions by 2019) 

2019 631,777 0% 147,743 0.23 15% 

2019 631,777 -10% 132,969 0.21 24% 

2019 631,777 -20% 118,194  0.19 32% 

 

IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING AND REPORTING 

There are currently 3 major strategic initiatives where implementation of these actions are integrated 

as follows: 

 Corporate-wide Energy Planning as part of compliance with the Ontario Green Energy Act 

 Asset Management (optimizing life-cycle of Regional fleet, facilities, equipment) 

 Infrastructure Master Plan reviews (optimization of fulfilling future demand) 

It is from these major initiatives where the need and support for improvements in operations will be 

identified from which GHG reductions and other financial and service benefits can be realized. 

Annual updates on the status of implementing specific actions are provided to the Region’s 

Environmental Leadership Committee (comprised of senior management from all seven departments), 

Regional Council and the Sustainable Waterloo Regional Carbon Initiative.  Complete assessment of 

corporate-wide GHG emissions (i.e. updated emissions inventory) is planned every two years in order 

to monitor progress towards the reduction target.  These more comprehensive inventory reports will be 

made available to the public and sent to FCM under the Region’s commitment to the PCP program. 

Departments with authority of specific assets will be responsible for implementation with assistance 

from the Sustainability Office which also maintains a database of actions and corporate emissions.  
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Annex A. Specific Revisions to RoW Corporate 2009 Base Year GHG Emissions Inventory 

 

Revised 2009 Reason for Change 
Calculation change Tonnes CO2e Total 

Impact            
(T CO2e) old revised old revised 

Revised Electricity EF (T/MWh) 
  

Used updated 2009 EF from Env. Can. (used 2008 EF in 
original doc - 17 month time lag for published EF) 

0.17 0.12 24,653 17,402 -7,251 

Recalculated Solid Waste: now includes 
updated landfill gas collection efficiencies 
(CE), updated biosolids GHG assessment) 

Detailed Stantec study identifies CE based on measured 
closed + capped portion of landfill vs. Daily cover + open 
portions for Waterloo/Cambridge landfills) 

75%/85% 74.9/95% 69,615      64,428  -5,187 

Recalculated CO2e (BEAM) emissions 
from Biosolids/Wastewater treatment 
and discharge  (excluding landfilled cake) 

BEAM modeling conducted in-house easier to maintain 
and update each year to monitor progress 

(see supporting BEAM 
spreadsheet) 

               
609  

     14,020  13,411 

Eliminated staff commute Only Employee Business Travel accurately accounted  NA 565 550 -15 

Eliminated est. fuel used in Generators Low data confidence/de minimis source NA 12 0 -12 

Eliminated Bio-treatment of solid waste Green bin, leaf and yard waste are biogenic GHG NA 1122 0 -1122 

Eliminated "Other (e.g. Refrigerants in 
chillers/AC) de minimis source (not routinely calculated) NA 194 0 -194 

Eliminated propane use de minims source NA 27 0 -27 

   
Sub-Total 96,797 96,400 -397 

 
No change     

  

 
Fleet 

 

         
36,244       36,244  0 

 

 Stationary Natural gas consumption (except exclusion 
of propane)   

  
         

15,099       15,099  0 

   
Totals 148,140 147,743 -397 

    

  
Total eliminated as de minimis 

 
-233 -0.16% 

  
Total eliminated as biogenic emissions 

 
-1122 -0.76% 

  
                         Total revised from more accurate and updated calculations 

 
-12,453 -8.41% 

     
-    13,808 -9.32% 
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 REGION OF WATERLOO      
 

 CORPORATE RESOURCES 

  Facilities Management and Fleet Services 

 

 

TO: Chair Tom Galloway and Members of the Administration and Finance Committee  

 

DATE:   October 1, 2013    FILE CODE: V05-20 

 

SUBJECT: PRE-BUDGET APPROVAL FOR 2014 VEHICLE PROCUREMENT 

 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
THAT the Regional Municipality of Waterloo approve a pre-budget expenditure not to exceed 
$2,457,000 for the purchase of 13 vehicles and equipment to replace those listed in Appendix A of 
report CR-FM-13-017 dated October 1, 2013, which are scheduled for replacement in 2014 in the 
Ten Year Capital Plans of various departments, to be funded from the appropriate 
vehicle/equipment reserves.  
 

 

REPORT: 
 
In September 2003, Regional Council approved a vehicle procurement cycle which called for the 
tender of vehicles in the fall of the preceding year with delivery for most vehicles occurring during the 
January - May time frame of the year of procurement. Specialized vehicles with longer delivery times 
will be delivered throughout the year. This change was approved to ensure that vehicles are 
delivered in a timely manner to meet operational requirements in the year they are due for 
replacement, reduce tender costs and enable vehicle deliveries and conversions to be scheduled to 
fit the availability of limited staff resources. If this report is approved, replacements for the vehicles 
listed in Appendix A will be procured in October/November/December 2013 and delivered in 2014 at 
which time funds will be expended. 
 
The 2014 capital budget forecast identified the need to potentially replace 81 vehicles in 2014 
valued at $9,778,000. The capital plan is based on an average useful service life determined 
through the life cycle models established in collaboration with the operating department and fleet 
services. The procurement cycle for 2014 was initiated in March 2013 and as part of the process, 
Regional staff completed a detailed evaluation of the vehicles, including mechanical and body 
condition inspections, operating cost and operational requirements, utilization and a green fleet 
analysis. The evaluation provided the information to determine if any of the vehicles should be 
replaced and or if they could be deferred or deleted from the fleet. As a result of this review, staff 
determined that 68 vehicles could be deferred for one or more years for a total deferred expenditure 
of $7,321,000. The vehicles deferred are shown in Appendix B. 
 
As a result of this evaluation, the original 2014 vehicle procurement plan for 81 vehicles has been 
reduced to 13 vehicles at a budgeted cost of $2,457,000. The list of the 13 vehicles to be replaced 
in 2014 is shown in Appendix A.  All of these vehicles are being replaced due to high kilometers, 
heavy off road usage, higher than normal operating and maintenance requirements in the previous 
year, or higher than normal fuel consumption. 
.
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Green Fleet Initiatives Update: 
 
As part of the strategy to green the fleet, opportunities to reduce fuel consumption will be 
investigated before procurement to purchase more fuel efficient vehicles (i.e. gas/electric hybrid, 
clean diesel technology, or right sizing for more fuel efficient vehicles as appropriate). 
 
Fleet Services' life cycle modeling determines the environmental and economic benefits of using 
vehicles which consume less fuel to meet the same functional requirements. This program has 
resulted in optimization of life cycles for existing vehicles/equipment, right sizing of the fleet, greater 
standardization, reduction in emissions and fuel consumed by the replacement units. 
 
Over the past 5 years vehicles were replaced with clean diesel and hybrid vehicles which resulted in 
a 30-50% reduction in fuel consumed.  This profound improvement combined with the successes 
experienced in refurbishing heavy equipment and the utilization of OEM (Original Equipment 
Manufacturer) and aftermarket technologies has enhanced efficiencies and sustainability of the 
Regional fleet. 
 
A pilot of vehicle telematic devices is currently underway as a Corporate Sustainability initiative. 
These devices monitor vehicle performance and operation, including the measurement and 
effectiveness of vehicle enhancements introduced as part of greening the fleet. Implementation and 
data collection is in the early stages of the pilot. The level of data will allow quantitative analysis 
needed to support key performance indicators defined in the Fleet Asset Management plan. The 
types of key performance indicators will include tracking of vehicle utilization, performance (fuel and 
emission reduction planning), rationalization of overall fleet size, and life cycle optimization. The 
telematics pilot will conclude Q2 of 2014. 
 

 

CORPORATE STRATEGIC PLAN: 
 
This procurement will enable Regional programs to continue to provide the current level of service to 
citizens and will result in reduced air pollution from Regional operations. These results meet the 
goals and objectives of Focus Areas #1, 2 and #6 in the Corporate Strategic Focus, namely 
“Environmental Sustainability: Protect and enhance the environment”, Growth Management and 
Prosperity; Develop, optimize and maintain infrastructure to meet current and projected needs and 
“Service Excellence: Foster a culture of citizen/customer service that is responsive to community 
needs”.  
 
 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: 
 
Funding for the purchase of replacement vehicles totaling $2,457,000 will be provided from existing 
vehicle and equipment reserves set up for this purpose or other specific capital funds approved as 
part of the budget process. The revised capital plans for vehicles and equipment for 2014, which 
includes the deferral of 68 vehicles at a cost of $7,321,000 will be included in the 2015 capital 
forecast. Procurement documents for the 13 new vehicles will be processed as set out in the 
Region’s Purchasing By-law.  
 
 

OTHER DEPARTMENT CONSULTATIONS/CONCURRENCE: 
 
Finance and the Regional programs affected have reviewed this report and their comments included 
as appropriate.  
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ATTACHMENTS 
 
Appendix A –2014 Vehicle Procurement Plan 
Appendix B –2014 Vehicle Deferrals 
 
 

PREPARED BY:   Rick Ellig, Manager, Fleet Services 
 

APPROVED BY:   Gary Sosnoski, Commissioner, Corporate Resources
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APPENDIX A 

SUMMARY – 2014 VEHICLE PROCUREMENT PLAN 

(Budget values in $000s) 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Waste Management

 Pickup 25

Loader w/8y bucket $400

Loader w/8y bucket $410

Loader $400
                    

Sub total: $1,235

Transportation – Roads, Signs, Signals

Pickup class 1 $33

Pickup class 1 $33

Pickup class 1 $33

Pickup class 1 $33

Sweeper $290

Aerial truck $240

Van class 2 $65
                    

Sub total: $727

Airport

Pull type runway sweeper $350
                    

Sub total: $350

EMS

Ambulance, bariatric $145
                    

Sub total: $145

==========
Total: 13 $2,457
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APPENDIX B 

SUMMARY – 2014 VEHICLE DEFERRALS 

(Budget values in $000s) 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Waste Management

Pickup $25

Pickup $25

Pickup $25

Pickup class 2, 4wd $35

Pickup $25

Pickup $27

Pickup $25

Pickup $27

Pickup $25

Pickup class 3, 4wd, w/ plow spreader $60

Pickup $25

Pickup $25

Van class 3, cube $45

Water truck $250

Rolloff truck $210

Rolloff truck $210

Giant vacuum $80

Mower $25

Mower $25

D8 Dozer $950

Hydraulic track excavator $210

Articulating rock truck $400

D8 Dozer $950

Automatic tarper $110

Pump $28

Trailer $7
                    

Sub-total: $3,849

Water - Operations & Maintenance

Van $60

Pickup 4wd $35

Pickup 4wd $35

Pickup $35

Van $35

Van $55

Car $22

Class 5 chemical truck – hypo chlorite $100

Class 5 chemical truck – fl – hypo chlorite $100
                    

Sub-total: $477
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Transportation – Roads, Signs, Signals

Mini van $35

Dump truck class 4 $60

Dump truck class 4 $60

Dump truck class 4 $60

Loader, backhoe $120

$205

Dump truck class 5 $80

Pickup class 2, 4door - zone painter $33

Pickup class 1 $33

Van class 2 $55

Trailer $10

Pickup class 2, 4door $37

Ag tractor $161

$310
                    

Sub-total: $1,259

Aerial truck - Versa Lift

U-body plow and wing truck

Water - Lab

Van $35

Van $35

Van $35

Van $35

SUV $35

Van $35

Van $35

Van $35
                    

Sub-total: $280

Airport

Tandem fire truck $1,000
                    

Sub-total: $1,000

Licensing & Enforcement

Car 20

Car 20
                    

Sub-total: $40
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Sunnyside Home

Van, passenger $30

Mobility bus $93

Mobility bus $93

Van, passenger $30
                    

Sub-total: $246

Facilities

Pickup, midsize $35

Mini van $35

Van, class 2 $60

Pickup, 4wd $40
                    

Sub-total: $170

==========
Total Deferred: 68 $7,321



Meeting date Requestor Request Assigned Department Anticipated Response Date

26-Jan-10 Committee

Report on a policy related to development charge grants,

exemptions and deferral requests, to include past

history/practice, implications, and options. Finance

2013, as part of Development 

Charges By-law review

28-Feb-12 A&F Process for calculating/appeal of development charges Finance / Legal Services

2013, as part of Development 

Charges By-law review

25-Sep-12 A&F Legal Hold Policy

Council & Admin Services - 

Information Management & 

Archives Fall 2013

06-Nov-12 A&F

Defer report P-12-119, Public Art for Grand River Transit 

Operations Centre Strasburg Road until after the 2013 

budget process has been completed. PH&CS Feb-2014

06-Nov-12 S. Strickland

THAT staff report back to Committee on a

recommended pilot project where the general, electric

and mechanical contractors, at a minimum, are

prequalified, and where the results are  reviewed and

compared with project of similar scope where the sub-

contractors weren’t prequalified. Finance Dec-2013

13-Aug-13 A&F

Staff report back to Councillors on the impact and 

options for payment of interest accrued on the capital 

funding for Cambridge Memorial Hospital. (per motion 

passed, related to report F-13-078) Finance Oct-2013

COUNCIL ENQUIRIES AND REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION

ADMINISTRATION AND FINANCE COMMITTEE

122904
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